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Connections
Issue
Welcome to Term 3, 2022.
Let us all hope Term 3 allows plenty of class time and students are in class (with a mask).
Not looking good with thousands of COVID infections reported every day. The “officials”
suggest this is about half of what is actually happening. Keep your school safe, wear masks,
be COVID conscious.
Recognising and developing connections in mathematics is very important. Prof Jo Boaler
made a video about this showing fraction, graph, geometric connections. Mathematics is
relationships and all about connections. The new 2024 standards show the way to expose
connections between the strands.

A screen shot from the video showing the connections Jo illustrated.

Being aware of these mathematical connections, showing how ideas are connected in daily
class and expecting students to use connections when learning mathematics and solving
problems is all good mathematical practice. Closely linked is the competency perseverance.
In the new Numeracy Standard US32406 students are expected to demonstrate connections
by using cross strand contexts. Number, Algebra, Measurement and Geometry along with
aspects of Probability and Statistics are all likely to appear in the assessment. The
implication is that we have to connect these strands in contexts in our teaching and learning
programmes so it is seen as a natural event. The news that the Numeracy trials on Year
9/10 students last year had a fairly high “Not Yet” rate suggests there is a lot of work to be
done in junior years. Teachers have to be very aware of the key learning and mastery of
core techniques and ideas. It is a useful task, at a math meeting, to list the Strands and have
teachers identify the “Must Learn” knowledge and skills. I have a sheet that I did and several
schools I work in have used this for a comparison.
Recently I developed a few webpages trying to open this can of worms to help teachers get
prepared both for the new Numeracy Standard and the four new Achievement Standards.
Here is a link. I am constantly revising these pages so expect some change as I learn new
information, modify and add. I understand also that NZAMT will be running workshops in
regions to a similar job. Be wise and plan ahead for this inevitable change.
The current, and now old standards, we use in mathematics siloed the subject somewhat
and hid the many natural connections that make mathematics rich. Despite criticism of this
effect in the development stages (around 2000) the standards were created and for the last
20 years we have been using them. Assessments were written that confined mathematical
thinking to that one standard and attempts to deviate were never popular or even allowed. I
wrote a Measurement and Geometry Assessment that combined Number (proportion) as
well but I never saw it used. A complete solution to the problem would have supplied
evidence for several standards. The new proposed standards will restore the connection
integrity, thankfully.
Connections are for teachers as well. Connect your department and teachers to your local
Mathematics Association and to NZAMT. There is a conference hopefully in Taranaki this
year. See all details on the NZAMT website. Connect to other departments in your school.
The new Numeracy and Literacy standards are a school responsibility, not a Math Dept
responsibility. I think math teachers now recognise they are also literacy teachers.
Recording thinking is math literacy. Statistics offers fantastic opportunities to express
thinking succinctly. About 15 years ago I invented the terms “Wobble” and "Waffle” as two
characteristics to avoid when writing in Statistics. Wobble is about drifting off the topic with
irreverent nonsense and Waffle is about repeating the same idea over and over again
unnecessarily. I am sure you will have seen this in student assessment material.
A Nice Connection
The NZAMT Logo is a symbol of connection and a problem that Year 10/11 students should
be challenged with at some stage.

The logo illustrates a version of the Lunes of Hippocrates. The blue “lunes” have the same
area as the red triangle and here is a proof on Wikipedia. It is not a difficult proof but
connects circle, triangles and number strategy. Recording a proof is good mathematical
literacy. This problem, of course, connects to many other problems.
I like the connection of using probability to solve these problems. Set up a spreadsheet to
generate random (x,y) coordinates and test if the point generated is in the blue region or in
the red region or somewhere else. After a few thousand random coordinates the count for
“blue” hits compared to “red” hits will be similar. Setting up the spreadsheet is a bit of fun
too.
Mathematics connects naturally to almost every career pathway and especially to science. I
read somewhere "a person should study mathematics to one level beyond his or her natural
limit". I do not like suggesting we each have a natural limit but I do remember thinking I had
had enough at one stage in my last year at university. Tensor calculus had become
amazingly intense and I wanted to go fishing.
Other Connections
Physics makes deep use of mathematics. Do we as teachers make great use of physics.
Connections again. Here is a link to unsolved physics problems.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_unsolved_problems_in_physics
On a more classroom oriented level there are many physics problems that can be
introduced into primary and secondary classrooms. Here are a couple of my favourites.
• Weighing a Plank.
A builders plank usually weighs about 7 to 12kg. A length of timber 200mm x 50mm and 4m
or so long. The scales I had at the time max-ed out at 5kg so when my students tried to
weigh the plank for an experiment they asked for bigger set of scales. I said “Just one weigh
one end and double it!”
The immediate stunned silence was replaced with a classroom of 6th for students rolling
around the floor laughing their heads off at my seemingly ridiculous suggestion. I added
“Well, you could always weigh each end and add the two numbers.” That prolonged the
laughter and eventually, 30 minutes later, we all agreed that the weight of the plank was
indeed 8.6kg ± 0.2kg. I learned never to assume students know stuff.
This situation is part of the “Broken Ruler” Problems; How do we measure long and short
with a broken ruler, heavy and light with a single set of scales, and using 3L and 5L jugs to
measure 4L?
• Pushing on Water
This one came to my attention years ago and resurfaced recently with the amazingly
accurate and cheap electronic kitchen scales. Place a cup of water on the scales and notice
the weight, say 120.234g.
Now pose this problem.
If I poke my finger in the water without touching anything else the scale reading will...
(a) increase
(b) decrease
(c) stay the same
(d) do something else
The beauty of this little task is like the one above students can test and experiment.
Curiosity. Wonderful curiosity.

Once students agree on an answer the question that follows is “So just what are we
actually measuring here?” This answer will lead to many insights and experiments. Good
science and it is all connected to measurement and number.
• Heating a Hole
A square of metal plate has a hole in it. The plate is heated and of course expands.
However, does the hole get…
(a) bigger
(b) smaller
(c) stay the same
(d) something else
Connections create rich situations and rich problems.
If you want the perfect Physics Resource Book then buy a copy of Conceptual Physics by
Paul E Hewitt. Here is his website. http://www.conceptualphysics.com. One of the problems
he poses is “Will leaving the refrigerator door open on a hot day cool the kitchen?”
There are a few thoughts on Connections.
Moving on.
Please consider your PLD needs and if you want to discuss these please email or call. PLD
time is applied for here, https://pld.education.govt.nz/regionally-allocated-pld/apply-forregionally-allocated-pld/ and will need to be aligned to school goals and have recent student
data. It is a bit daunting when you first start this application so again, please ask for help if
required. It is all funded through the Ministry and is the only avenue for in-school, on site
PLD. The Advisory system died in 2011.
There is a downloadable .doc file which can be sent around before copy and pasting to the
online application. If you don’t ask you will never get it.
Maths Course for Teachers
http://schools.reap.org.nz/advisor/Maths%20Course%20V1/Introduction.html
I have written seven chapters for this attempt to write a math book to help Y9/10 teachers
who are not math specialists. Schools are struggling to get teachers with a degree in
mathematics so I thought it would be a good idea to try and write a support mechanism. I will
write more if there is a need. I have many ideas and experiences in maths to share.
Comment
Keep a positive attitude this term please. It will not be easy for students or teachers.
Rushing and pushing assessments is not the answer. Learning has to happen. Learning is
evaluated in applications and problem solving so be patient. Choose your battles.
I suspect that NZQA will ease credit requirements again.
I notice the current Year 9 2022 data shows quite low levels of numeracy across the cohort
and wonder if anyone else has noticed this as well. It is this cohort who experienced 2 years
of COVID lockdowns and as predicted they have suffered. With the new more difficult
numeracy requirements and the new 2024 standards I am predicting a perfect Storm of
Failure. Of course the Numeracy Project will get the blame; the Government will get the
blame; rush plans, projects and measures will be introduced which will have no effect; and
there will be more administrational reports to do.
I like short emails! So keep in touch.
Jim

Jim
PS
Anyone else notice... https://www.nzherald.co.nz/bay-of-plenty-times/news/queens-birthdayhonours-2022-bay-sportsman-maths-educator-and-antarctic-conservatorhonoured/DJCWBFCNPNR4ECZ3MDUM2F4HGY/
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